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About Liquid Web

Liquid Web is a $100+ million hosting company totally
devoted to web and cloud professionals like you.
Growing businesses and the Designers, Developers
and Agencies who create for them. It’s our focus. And
that focus translates to products, services and support
designed specifically for mission-critical sites, stores
and applications. Our nearly 600 experienced
administrators, engineers, and technicians are
dedicated and empowered to make your life easier so you can focus on the work you love. For us, it is all
about Powering Your Business Potential™.
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Introduction
The moment just before launching a new WordPress site is
one filled with excitement and anticipation. After all, weeks or
months of work has gone into it and when you see the finish
line, it’s an exciting moment. It’s quite an amazing feeling. I’ve
been there before.
But for non-developers, the launch is really when the work
really starts. There’s so much to do that it’s easy to get
overwhelmed. You likely have little to no traffic at your launch
and that can be frustrating.
But remember, this is just the start of your journey.
To grow your audience, sell the products or services you have
up there, or to simply build your business, there are steps you
need to take.
But where do I start? How do I increase my traffic to my site?
Where do I find visitors? What do I need to do post launch?
These are all questions that you are asking yourself.
Here are 14 tactics you can use for your post-launch strategy.
Each tactic is independent and can be used once you are
ready.
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1. Let Your Team Know

I want to tell you a story about when I was doing freelance
work and was readying a project for launch. I had been
working on the site for 6 weeks and in the last week I met with
the client and we agreed we were good for launch on the
following Friday at 2:00AM EST.
Now we tested everything, ensuring there were no problems
with the site. By our own punch list, we were good to push the
site live. But pushing code up to a server isn’t the launch. It’s
only the technical work that’s needed to complete the launch.
Whether you have a single person or multiple people on your
team, you need to make sure that the entire team coordinates
their efforts. You need to let people know that you’ve launched
your site.
Let me tell you about John.
John was the person that contracted me to redesign and
rebuild his website. He was my main contact for our project
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and we had been working together for 6 months. We had our
final call to go over our launch punch list and he had told me
we were a go for a launch the next evening. I launched the site
according to our pre-approved, pre-discussed punch list, and it
went off without a hitch.
The next morning I checked my email and had several emails
from other people that were from John’s company. I didn’t
know any of them, but they were confused that their new
website had launched. They weren’t aware of it. Come to find
out, John didn’t communicate the redesign efforts to his team.
I had assumed that they were all good to go. I found out later,
that John didn’t communicate the immense amount of
feedback his colleagues had to me, and that they weren’t
good with it releasing.
Now, I know what you’re thinking. It wasn’t my fault that John
didn’t share the information with me, or that it wasn’t my fault
he didn’t communicate to his team. But I was part of that
team, even as an outside consultant. I should have insisted
that I have more than a single contact at the company, so that
I could have assured a successful outcome.
The story does highlight the importance of making sure that
the launch plans are communicated broadly and to the team
that needs to be informed of the plan.
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2. Use Social to Send
Your Site Traffic

These days it is rare to find someone not using one of the
many social media networks. And you likely connect with
them on all the social networks you use.
So after you’ve spent time communicating with your friends
and family about the various things going on in your life,
consider telling everyone that follows you about the site you’ve
just launched.
I’ve found that using Facebook and Twitter are great ways to
send broadcasted messages out to all of my friends and family
as well as those that follow me. And if you are doing point one,
communicating to your team, you might have some key staff
that likely has an established presence that having them
sharing your site launch will help to drive traffic. Make sure to
get them involved.
After you’ve launched your site, you are also likely doing other
things to draw attention to your site. You are likely creating
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some kind of content. So share that content with your
followers on Twitter and Facebook.
Using Twitter
Twitter is more about communication. And not just one-way
communication but interaction between followers. Sharing
information and content or driving engagement through
promotional activities are just two ways you can increase
interactions between yourself and your followers.
Once you understand how Twitter works and where it fits in
the social media arena that will help shape the way you use it.
3 Strategies for Using Twitter to Increase Your ClickThroughs
1. When you are ready to share a piece of content on
Twitter, your goal is to get maximum clickthroughs. To do
so try sending out 2-3 different tweets about your piece
of content throughout the day.
2. Each tweet should be varied. Some examples could be a
quote from the article, the title, or a question. This will
give your followers different ways to consume the
content and allow you to see what your followers
respond to the best.
3. A tweet can also include a video or image. Make a short
video and put it on YouTube. If you try an image, use
something that you can reuse on other social media
channels.
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Twitter marketing strategies are abundant and it’s important
that you consider this as a post-launch strategy to increasing
your Twitter followers, but also increasing traffic to your site.
Using Facebook
We all know that Facebook is the biggest social network on
the web in terms of brand/name recognition and total
number of users. With more than 2 billion active users,
Facebook is a great medium for connecting people from all
over the world with your business.
3 Step Approach to Using Facebook to Increase Traffic
1. Choose & Schedule Content. With Facebook stories, live,
images and video posts, your brand’s content strategy
has endless opportunities. For businesses though, it’s
about the quality of content and what your audience
should come to expect from your Facebook page.
2. Determine your Facebook ads strategy. We talk later in
this ebook about social advertising, but I would be remiss
if I didn’t mention it here. You can quickly increase traffic
to your site buy using social media advertising. If you see
a post that’s doing really well organically, consider
boosting it with some dollars behind it.
3. Engage & Don’t Wait for your audience to interact first.
Try to be a community for your audience. Facebook is a
great place to hold industry chats and discussions,
whether it’s with a different audience or your own
customers. You can drive engagement easily by asking
people to simply engage in the first place.
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Your social media strategy doesn’t have to be just Facebook
and Twitter though. LinkedIn, Pinterest, Instagram, even
Snapchat could be where the audience you are trying to
attract is at. don’t limit your options.
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3. Email Your
Customers and
Friends

When you are ready to launch your new site, it is important to
communicate the change to your customers. It doesn’t matter
what you sell or what your site looks like. They have been
accessing your site for quite awhile and are accustomed to
how things are: navigation, layout, etc.
A quick email could go along like this.
Hey <Name>,
We have been hard at work recently working on a new look to our site. We
are excited today because we are ready to show this off to you.
Would you do us a favor and check out our new site(Link to the site)?
We’d love to get your thoughts about the new design. Shoot us a reply
with what you liked most and what you didn’t like. We want to make the
site work for everyone.
Thanks!
<Insert your signature/name>
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Anytime you change your site design (assuming your site is
already an existing site), it is likely that you have made some
changes to your navigation and the pages in your navigation.
Many of your long time customers or subscribers have grown
used to consuming your content a certain way, and there’s a
good chance that your new design, your new layouts, even
your new pages could cause them a little bit of confusion.
Letting them know where some of your top pieces of content
have moved to or some of the reason for the changes to
navigation or layout can help them quickly get their bearings.
You end up being helpful without them even knowing.
This one might seem obvious, especially to a technologist. But
when you think about it, whatever you’re building is likely
something you have an interest in. It’s probably something you
have been talking about, or a hobby of yours that you have had
for a few years. Now you are turning that hobby or interest into
a site, that you’ll eventually want to make money on it.
it should go without saying that one of the first and easiest
ways to get traffic to your site is to start telling your friends and
family. They are your biggest supporters and cheerleaders!
They are already in your corner. And they’ll give you honest
feedback.
And if you are a small or medium-sized business, this is news
worthy of a press release. After all, you spent a healthy budget
to build the site. That’s an investment. And when you make an
investment, it makes sense to share the news (especially when
the news is good).
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I’ve seen clients issue actual press releases just to let the world
know that their new site is launched. This often comes in
tandem with other business announcements like new services,
products or special promotions.
You’ll find it helpful to start planning your external
communication plans early and time them to go out right
after you have launched the site.
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4. Analyze Your Traffic

Another major mistake I made years ago (though not as far
back as I wish), was that I launched a new site at a new
hosting provider, using new technology. So in that big move, I
forgot one seemingly minor thing. The little bit of code that
Google gives you for analytics.
Once you have chosen and configured one, then it’s time to
start looking at the data.
• Where is the traffic coming from?
•

How long is the traffic staying?

•

Where are they going when they leave?

•

Are particular pages causing people to leave?

•

Are people searching for particular phrases?

Once you start looking at the data, you’ll start to see trends.
This will help you to make adjustments to the design of your
site as you see what your customers are engaged by, and can
help with understanding the typical flow of your customer.
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5. Create New Content

Just because you launched your site doesn’t mean you are
instantly going to receive new visitors. And just because you
spend time writing, it doesn’t mean you’re going to build an
audience. If you want your site to earn traffic, your content
needs to resonate with people and prompt them to talk or
spread the word, and you have to give them content they
need/desire/seek.
People are most often looking for what’s in it for them. This
includes content. You must have focus on your topic and how
it impacts your reader or customer. Write for the audience you
want to attract. Address the problems or challenges they have.
Writing content that resonates will result in them wanting to
share your content. In return, you’ll see more visitors seeking
your specific content.
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There’s a couple of ways you can learn about your audience.
Each one isn’t unique, in fact, you’ve probably experienced one
of these before. It’s how most of the top bloggers, marketers,
even companies do to begin to understand their target
audience. It’s how course developers build courses, and how
writers write content that makes you feel like they are reading
your mind.
Welcome Email
It’s very common these days to have an email list. Later in the
ebook one of the strategies we discuss is about using email
lists as a way to inform visitors of your site about the content
you are providing and the products or services you are selling.
One way to begin to understand your customers is by using
your welcome email to ask them to reply with what they
struggle with. Make note of everyone’s reply. This will guide the
content you are going to write.
Meet with Someone You Know
If you don’t have an audience, try scheduling a meeting or call
with someone you know that falls in your target audience.
When you meet with them, you can begin to ask them
questions around what they are struggling with and the
challenges they are currently facing.
Both options will help you figure out how to write content that
speaks to the problems and challenges your audience is
struggling with. The best way to get people to listen is by
telling them what they need to hear to be successful. If you are
giving answers to these problems and other solutions that
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they are seeking, you are going to keep them coming back for
more.
Think of someone you admire and often seek advice from.
Remember that feeling you get when they speak? You are on
the edge of your seat just waiting for the first (often of many)
gold nuggets to come out. What are the “ah ha” moments that
are helping you adapt your own business goals?
Think about the advice or feedback you receive it this way:
• Is it consistently irrelevant or consistently relevant?
•

Is it adding to the noise or providing value?

•

Why does it matter to you?

You see, even if they are talking about themselves, they do it in
a way that relates to what you want and how you want to see
yourself. When someone feels like you’re reading their mind
and you’re speaking their language, they will give you their
attention.
And that’s what creating content is all about.
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6. Create a Content
Editorial Calendar

Do you ever sit down in front of your screen ready to write, only
to think “What the heck am I going to write about today?”
We’ve all been there. And without a starting point we’re all
essentially just winging it.
If you talk to anyone in the print publication business, one
thing you’ll hear time and time again is that they use editorial
calendars. These editorial calendars help them to define and
visualize their plans for content. The good news is that we can
take note of this strategy as well
Creating an editorial calendar for your blog or website not only
helps you reduce the stress of coming up with fresh ideas on
the spot, but it helps you think about how your content efforts
affect everything else. It provides a big picture standpoint.
If we can agree on the importance of an editorial calendar, the
next logical step is how we create one? What tools are out
there to use to help make the process simpler?
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One of the first things I do when talking to a client about
planning for an editorial calendar is to think about the main
objective or purpose of your site. Are you trying to position
yourself or your company as an expert on a particular topic?
Are you trying to offer valuable insights that connect with a
specific challenge or struggle?
Defining your main goal for your site so that each individual
piece of content you write is ultimately inching you toward
your larger objective. From there, you can begin to think about
what content would help you achieve your goal.
This might be content like:
• Tips for improving tactics/strategies.
•

How to solve a particular challenge.

•

New insights from a recent project.

•

Case studies show casing your past experience around an
issue.

•

Research that illustrates an interesting concept.

•

Success and Failure Stories.

In thinking about this, try brainstorming 20 to 40 ideas, and
then determine the days you’d like to launch new content. Do
you want to launch every couple of days? Every day? This is
important.
Look at your website and social-media insights. Are there
patterns that help you spot specific dates/times where your
audience is most engaged with your content? If a pattern does
emerge, plan your new content launches during those spikes
in activity.
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One tool I recommend and use is CoSchedule. It’s a
collaborative tool that lets you plan and publish content
seamlessly via drag-and-drop features. Whether you are a oneman show or a team of content producers, you can use
CoSchedule to map out your editorial calendar, organize
information for your posts and work efficiently so you aren’t
wasting precious time clicking between screens and tabs.
Another tool I recommend is AirStory. AirStory is writing
software for deadline-driving content teams and bloggers.
What I really enjoy about AirStory is the ability ton load up a
Chrome (browser) extension and anytime you find some piece
of content that speaks about a topic you think you’ll be
wanting to write about, you can save it as a card, highlighting
text on the page and saving the link to your card library.
When you are starting to write about the topic, you have all
your cards to reference. This speeds up research by taking your
clippings and putting them together in one easy to find, easy
to use place. And best of all, when you are finishing with your
piece of content, you can publish it right to WordPress.
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7. Tag Key Actions and
Events

You’ve probably made sure that you’re tracking pageviews and
visitors to see how much traffic you’re getting post launch. But
what if I told you that wasn’t the end of it? What if I told you
that you need to be tracking other things like:
• Leads
•

Signups

•

Newsletter Signups

•

Content Downloads

...are you already tracking these? My guess is NO.
I’m sure you are like me. The first time I launched a site, I
thought that’s all I needed to do. All of these metrics were
probably already being tracked, automatically, in Google
Analytics. But they weren’t. In fact, I went months without
tracking this information. It wasn’t until I had a VP of the
company I was working for at the time ask for this information
that I realized it was important.
And I didn’t have a way to get it.
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The reality is that if your website is new, there’s a strong
chance that there are new pages and new events you need
totrack. You know that people are eventually going to ask you
about the site and how it’s doing. They’re going to ask about
metrics and conversions. And that means you need to make
sure that all your new content, and all the new paths that exist
on your new site are being tracked by your analytics program.
Making sure that you spend time going back into Google
Analytics (or Heap) and create the key events that you want to
track is important. Because unlike Heap, Google won’t collect
the important data until you’ve told it what events matter.
In that way, Heap is better because it collects all the data. All
the time. And then, when you create events, it maps the
historically collected data and shows you immediate results.
It’s just one of the reasons that makes me and my team love
Heap more.
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8. Create Google Alerts

Another point to look into post launch is setting up various
Google alerts. Google alerts are a way to monitor the web for
interesting new content. They are also a great way to keep a
pulse on your competitors or various keywords relevant to your
work.
Google alerts are also a way to help you find new mentions of
products or services that you might want to try to blog about.
The same will be true for you and your new site.
So make sure you are telling Google what you want to look out
for and it will not only track it, but it will notify you when
there’s something you should see.
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9. Update Your Plugins

Whether you are working on your WordPress site yourself, or
having a freelancer do it, one of the things likely encountered
during the development phase of your site is updating plugins.
But now that your site is launched someone needs to check
and update your WordPress plugins.
If you had a freelancer or agency develop your WordPress site
for you, some of them will try to sell you on a maintenance
package. These maintenance packages will typically cover
things like WordPress plugin updates, developer hours, and
reporting. These are great things to have and you can
definitely go this route.
However, in some cases this is going to cost you an additional
$100/month or more. When you are already paying for hosting,
email marketing, and email hosting, that’s a lot of financial
investment on a monthly basis for your site. And you may not
be in the position to pay for all of these services at once.
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We know that many people do not have the ability to pay for
these maintenance agreements on top of all their other
monthly expenses. So we built these features into our hosting.
Liquid Web is the first managed WordPress hosting company
that features automatic updates of plugins. Let me tell you
about how it works.
We monitor updates for WordPress plugins on all of our
managed WordPress accounts. Every night, we check for
updates to all the plugins available. When we see that there is
a update to a plugin available, we create a test site to compare
what will happen when the plugin gets updated. On the test
site, we update the plugin and take screenshots of key pages:
the home page, blog page and archive page. We also take
screenshots of the live site.
We compare the live site and test site and if we determine that
we can update the plugin, we go ahead and update the
plugin. What is great about this process is that we do this for
each and every plugin that has an update available. And we do
this every night.
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10. Add More than One
Email Signup

Now that you’ve launched your WordPress site, you need a way
to get subscribers to your list. There’s many ways that you can
add forms to your site and in different ways. Let’s look at a few
and their uses.
[aside] When you add an email list form, a good way to
increase conversions is to include something for free in
exchange for them registering for your list.
After (or Inside) Your Blog Post
When people are coming to read your content you want to
present them with a way to subscribe to your list. A great way
to do this is to place a subscription box at the end of your blog
post. This works well since it’s likely that most people come to
your site by a single piece of content. They don’t just type in
the URL to the browser, they likely come from social media or
search engine traffic.
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So by placing a subscription box at the end of your blog post
(or even somewhere inline with your post), you can give your
readers a quick and easy way to subscribe to your content or
list.
Sidebar
Another good place for you to add an email opt-in is to add a
form on your blog’s sidebar. This will show on all blog related
pages, including archive and listing pages.
Exit Intent
Another place that makes sense in a last ditch effort to gain
subscribers is to put up an exit intent pop up. An exit intent
pop up comes up when a visitor is about to close the browser
window your site is in.
In working with several clients, I often saw that this was a great
way to add last minute conversions to your site. Now some
people say that these don’t work. That they lose readers.
However, my take on it is a bit different.
When someone goes to close their browser window that had
your site loaded up, they are leaving. Their intention is to get
off your site. It could be to go somewhere else, or it could be to
just close their browser. But let me ask you this. Would you
rather risk offending a couple of readers that were already
going to leave your site? Or would you rather try a last ditch
effort to collect more email addresses to your list?
My point is this: you need to test all of these options and figure
out what works best for you.
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11. Add Testimonials

Have you ever used LinkedIn before? One of the first features I
used on LinkedIn was the ability to request a testimonial from
people I’d worked with. It was awesome because the request
didn’t come from directly from me. The request came from
LinkedIn, so if someone didn’t want to write one, they could
ignore the email.
This was great. I didn’t have to ask someone for their
testimonial. So is publishing them. But if we can agree on that,
we can feel a sense of kinship as we decide, collectively, that
it’s just something we need to get past.
And that brings us to the question of why. Why should we get
past our insecurities and stress? Why even make a big deal
about testimonials? It’s about our clients.
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Imagine that when a prospect arrives on your eCommerce site
— any site where you’re selling services or products — they
come with one need more than any other. That need is the
one thing they have to resolve before they give you their
money. But say:
• It’s not the need for a great product.
•

It’s not the need for incredible marketing copy.

•

It’s not the right price that they can afford.

•

It’s not the money back guarantee to reduce their sense
of risk.

•

It’s not the ease of use that allows them to buy without
friction.

All these things are good. They’re things you should make sure
are on your list to work on. But they aren’t the one thing that
stands between you and your customers willingness to spend
money.
It’s about trust.
Your prospects need to trust you. To know you’re not going to
grab their money and run. That’s where testimonials come in.
Where could you use testimonials?
Start by putting them on your home page. This one is a nobrainer and you likely have heard it before. The testimonials on
your home page help the first time visitor trust you enough to
browse. These testimonials should surprise and delight
prospects—getting them excited to explore more and work
with you.
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Put testimonials in the sidebar of your product page. A lot of
folks don’t have sidebars on their product pages. But it might
be a mistake. I know some people put reviews in a tab that
may or may not be seen. But a sidebar that’s always there and
presents the top three quotes about the product or service on
the page, to help people feel confident, to me that’s critical.
Put testimonials on your checkout page. At the bottom in a
non-obtrusive way, I would put a set of testimonials there that
help people who may be nervous about the purchase price. So
they’d focus on the value delivered.
Put testimonials on your thank you page. And when a person
has made a purchase, I don’t want to stop. I want to encourage
them, using another's words, to take the next steps. After all,
we all know people (find a mirror) who buy things and then
never use them. So use testimonials that talk about how easy
it was to get started, or the return they got from the first few
steps.
Bonus: Put testimonials on your onboarding emails. I know I
said four, but once a person has started, how do you get them
focused on taking the next steps? Testimonials. Quick and easy
quotes that talk about the pace of progress and the value
realized.
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12. Plan Your LongTerm SEO Strategy

Your new site shouldn’t impact your site’s SEO keywords (for
the worse). But it may be possible to leverage it for the better.
I’ve seen tons of customers change their site structure in a way
that ends up with Google understanding the new site more
effectively.
The best way to plan for your long-term SEO strategy is to have
a checklist. Lucky for you our friend, Rebecca Gill, has provided
a great SEO checklist.
Initial Website Setup
• Set development website to no follow, no index
•

Validate search engine friendly URLs are in place
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Content Planning
• Use Dyno Mapper to crawl the existing website to obtain
a complete URL list
•

Review Google Search Console or SEMrush to document
list of top landing pages

•

Map focused or targeted keywords to URLs and create an
SEO sitemap

•

Review content silos and validate proper parent/children
relationships exist

Content Creation
• Write updated content that is a minimum of 1,000 words
•

Proofread new content for spelling errors and grammar

•

Style new content for readability (i.e. small paragraphs,
subheaders, bullets)

•

Review content for proper meta title and description
usage

Technical SEO Review
• Review header usage to ensure a proper outline structure
exists for search engines and human visitors
•

Check website across mobile devices to validate
responsive design and coding is in place and working
properly

•

Validate template coding to W3 standards

•

Check code to text ratio on live pages

•

Check and validate schema and structured data

•

Check images from proper usage of alt text

•

Optimize images for load times
• Update internal links to accommodate the new URL
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structure
•

Create 301 redirects for any URL changes to existing
content

•

Create a new XML sitemap

•

Check the Robots.txt file and validate

Website Go-Live
• Remove no follow, no index on the live site
•

Review Google Analytics goals to validate the URL
structure and flow match new website

•

Upload the new XML sitemap to Google Search Console
and Bing Webmaster Tools

•

Check Google Search Console for any errors and address
as needed

•

Use Dyno Mapper to crawl the new website and report
errors

This checklist is all-inclusive and is great if you want to do it
yourself. But there’s not always enough time in the day to do
everything for yourself.
And for that, we always recommend that people that are in
the market for someone to help them with their long-term
SEO strategy, our friend Rebecca Gill, who runs Web Savvy
Marketing, is the person to get this done for you. She’ll put
together a plan that will help your company, your site be
successful.
*Editors note. The list in this section was used
with permission from Rebecca Gill. When it
comes to SEO strategy, we let her take the lead
in putting together the most sound strategy
possible
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13. Conduct a Content
Audit

Anytime you are working on any kind of redesign project
involving a large amount of content, such as a website
relaunch, intranet or mobile site, one of the first tasks prelaunch is to perform a content audit.
These aren’t fun. They are time consuming, tedious, un-sexy
jobs. But you’re going to want to tackle it. And you’re going to
want to make sure you spend adequate time planning before
you launch your new site.
A content audit is the activity of checking all of the content on
a website, and compiling it into a big list. Luckily if you are
using WordPress and just about any SEO plugin, you can get a
sitemap file. This will contain all your content on your site.
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There’s three types of audits you can perform with this
content:
• Full content inventory - A complete listing of every
content item on the site. This may include all pages as
well as all assets (such as downloadable files or videos).
•

Partial content inventory - A listing of a subset of the
site’s content. A partial inventory may include, for
example, the top few levels of a hierarchical site or the
past six months of articles. All sections of the site will be
covered.

•

Content sample - A less detailed collection of example
content from the site.

In planning your content audit, we always recommend that
you use something like Google Sheets or excel to keep track of
your content.
Including things like:
• Navigation title
•

Page name

•

URL

•

Comments (These are your own, not blog post
comments)

•

Content hierarchy

•

Type of content

•

Basic description

•

Topic/tags/categories

•

Author

•

Owner

•

Date last updated
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...are all helpful. This is incredibly helpful when you make the
decision to remove outdated content. We’ll come back to
removing outdated content in a second.
Keep in mind that there’s no right or wrong way of doing a
content audit. The most important thing to know about a
content audit is that there’s really no right way or wrong way
to do it. It’s simply a tool for you to use throughout pre- and
post-launch.
Bonus Remove Outdated Content
Your site might have just had a big update such as a redesign.
Maybe your company has changed business models or you’ve
discontinued offering a product or service. Whatever the case
may be, taking the time to remove outdated content during a
post-site launch, is critical.
The easiest way to get started with removing outdated
content is by looking through your analytics of your site or your
sitemap and identifying low traffic pages. Are these still on
topic for your site? If they are, you might want to make note of
them and “re-launch” them at a later date.
If your content isn’t on topic or doesn’t make sense any longer,
it’s important that you remove it. It’s not on message. It’s likely
not hitting your objectives and in fact can cause confusion
with your visitors.
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I remember working on a site redesign for a client a few years
back. We were talking about how they wanted to further niche
themselves on their topic. When we started by doing a
content audit and were able to determine that 1,000 posts
they had were so outdated that they weren’t getting traffic,
and ultimately hurting their site.
My team and I were able to fix the problem by removing the
outdated content and having Google reindex their site once
the content was removed. This ultimately increased traffic to
their site. A huge win for them.
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Of course this wouldn’t be a post launch ebook without
mentioning Facebook ads or promoted tweets. These days you
can reach far more of your potential readers or customers by
promoting Facebook ads/content or Tweets. Let’s take a look
at each of these promotion channels.
Facebook represents a huge potential market for your social
media promotion efforts. With over 1.94 billion monthly active
Facebook users (as of March 2017) it’s not a surprise. Though
people want to know the secret recipe for a perfect Facebook
page, the truth is there’s not a trick that will lead to instant
success. The more important thing is knowing what not to do—
what fatal mistakes to watch for and when to rethink your
strategy.
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5 Social Strategies to Try:
1. Casting a generic net
Facebook is all about authenticity, so using Facebook as a
broadcasting tool is one of the biggest no-nos. The sad
reality is that instead of focusing on fans and being part
of a community, too many businesses blast away about
their products and services. With Facebook, it’s all about
the community you develop.
If you care for your fans you will bring them back to your
page and make them feel like a part of a community
instead of an audience targeted for promotion.
2. Staying In Your Comfort Zone
I get it. You are better at one type of content over the
other. But to keep your Facebook page from looking like
a ghost town, you will need to capture the attention of
your audience. If you are like me, you know that most
people don’t react the same way to only one type of
content. They need to be presented with the same
message in different mediums. Which means you need
to experiment with different content types.
As a successful content strategy should involve a mix of
infographics, videos, photos, and other visuals. While
some types of content may go viral, which would greatly
boost your organic reach, others will allow you to ensure
that you get consistent engagement, including shares,
likes and comments.
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3. Writing Off Facebook Ads
Many small business owners shy away from paying for
promotion. Most of small businesses create a Facebook
page to reap the benefits free of charge. However, their
reach is limited by the amount of people that have
already searched for the company.
If you want to extend your reach you should consider
Facebook Ads. Facebook has built a powerful platform to
assist businesses to extend their customer base and
target prospects. You can define custom audiences
based on interest, location, and even their purchasing
behavior.
4. Skimping on External Tools
Most small businesses rely mostly on what is available
inside of Facebook, but this often limits the features they
can use to optimize their campaigns.
There are several tools from third-party companies that
integrate with Facebook to offer out-of-the-box features
that make managing and promoting your page a breeze.
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5. Posting Sporadically
No matter how much work you’re putting into creating
the perfect Facebook page, if you don’t post frequently
enough, people will lose interest and move on. Avoid this
by creating a posting schedule that is specific to your
product and audience.
A recent study has found that around 5-10 posts per
week is the sweet spot. Posting too infrequently and
you’ll lose Facebook users’ attention. However, if you are
posting too much you’ll risk annoying them away.
Twitter is a bit different. Twitter is great for promoting your
content, however organic reach on Twitter is down 50% in just
two years. With its decline, more and more marketers face the
challenge of how to promote content on Twitter.
Whether it’s promoting blog posts or other updates, it’s clear
that establishing an effective presence on the social media
platform now requires a combination of tried and true organic
methods as well as paid tactics.
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3 tricks to try on Twitter:
1. Track Engagement
Even though organic reach will likely begin to drop more
on Twitter, for now, organic tactics are still an important
part of promoting on Twitter. Finding the best times to
promote content is essential.
To do this, check your Twitter dashboard and track
engagements. You should be looking for time/days when
your network is most active. Then schedule your tweets
around activity spikes within your Twitter feed.
2. Reach Out To influencers
If you can connect with influencers within your industry,
you can amplify the reach of your content with
leveraging their networks as well as yours. Using tools like
Topsy, Feedly or Buzzsumo, they can help identify
influencers.
With a list of influencers identified, look for ways to get
your content over their networks. One good method is to
Tweet or reach out to an influencer you have quoted in
one of your content pieces. Often, it will be a give and
take relationship, so try and figure out creative ways to
cross-promote that is mutually beneficial. For example,
provide a link back to an influencer’s website in exchange
for a tweet linking to your article and a mention.
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3. Use Twitter Ads & Paid Tactics
Paid options on Twitter are becoming more attractive to
marketers to reach potential customers. Incorporating
paid tactics into your Twitter strategy is great for both
content promotion, as well as promoting Twitter
accounts. For marketers struggling with how to promote
content on Twitter, execute Promoted Tweets. Start with
your greatest pieces of content.
Depending on your industry or niche, you may see more
tweet interaction from keyword targeting instead of
handle or competitor targeting. If you’re not sure which
type of targeting is right for your business, create
different tweets with different targets. Track their
performance and optimize your future tests.
There are tons of courses out there to help you learn more
then just trying the ideas we’ve mentioned before. We’ve
found that customers who want help with Facebook ads don’t
really want to learn the systems themselves. They just want
someone to take care of it for them. Think Digital does just
that. They can teach you too if you want, or if you want to just
let someone take over and get you the help you need, Think
Digital is your solution.
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Final Thoughts
I’m sure you’re thinking, Wow that’s a lot of information. Yep. I
totally get it. Just when you thought you were done with the
project of launching your site, you are slammed with a whole
list of next steps.
It’s very easy to get that overwhelming feeling. But don’t stress
about it. These strategies are here to help you achieve the
goals you’ve set out with your project.
They all don’t have to be completed immediately. They can be
enacted upon as you get time, as your goals allow for.
The strategies we shared are meant to help you. From our
experience of delivering hundreds of projects to site launches,
these are what have been most successful to our previous
clients. These are strategies that we work on with our existing
projects to make them into something more than just a
dormant site.
What we want to urge you to do is plan accordingly for the
next several weeks. Learn about these strategies and how to
best apply them to your own post-launch strategy.
After all, you know your audience, your space, better than we
do. Some of these strategies might work for some, but not all.
And you might not see the same effects in different industries.
But one thing is for certain. You have to do something once
you’ve launched. This list will help with that. It’s no longer just
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floating around in your head. It’s on paper for you and your
team to reference.
If you aren’t using these strategies yet, or you have yet to
develop your own post-launch strategy, use this as a starting
point.
Best of luck with your site launch. And good luck developing
your own post-launch strategy.
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